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Fake product reviews have become a big problem on online retailers like Amazon, according to money expert Clark Howard. The consumer advocate points to numerous reports that indicate that the world's largest online retailer is rife with fake reviews. But how can you tell if the review is bogus? Fake Amazon Reviews:
Here's how to say we've compiled a few ways for you to discover and avoid fake online reviews. But first, here's what Clark says on this issue: Our consumer behavior as a buyer is so reliant on reviews that now there are people who they all do full-time making a living by writing fake reviews, clark says. Clarke says the
issue of bogus reviews has become so common that the cottage industry has sprung up to help ease it. Many companies that try to get a product sold on the market, or you get to a restaurant or get you to stay at a certain pace, they have contracts with these organizations, he says. Because it's so hard to tell whether
we're reading a genuine review or not, here are some ways to decipher the real of the fake: 1. FakeSpot.com FakeSpot.com lets you insert the URL of the review so that it can be analyzed. Although it was originally built around Amazon, the site has expanded to other retailers such as Walmart and Best Buy. Clark talks
about this about the ability of FakeSpot.com to sniff out a fake review: They're not always successful, but it's a help. Get the FakeSpot browser plugin for Chrome and Mozilla, as well as the Android and iOS app. Like FakeSpot, ReviewMeta allows you to copy and paste a link to a review to view its authenticity. The
premise behind the site is not so much to decipher fake reviews, but to help shoppers uncover bias in reviews that can be just as devastating to consumers. ReviewMeta has a Pass, Fail or Warn system that it uses to evaluate reviews. Here's what the site says: PASS/FAIL/WARN doesn't indicate the presence or
absence of fake reviews. Get the ReviewMeta browser extension as well as the Android and iOS app. Another way you can discover a fake online review is to look out for typos and bad grammar. It's not that every reviewer has perfect typing skills or a high level of education, it's just that online reviews are littered with
suggestions that seem to come straight from the translation website. These reviews can be fake! 4. Beware of overly positive reviews if the product review is excellent in every way, and the rewards seem too good to be true, many times they are. This overly positive feedback is often accompanied by an ideal rating,
which seem impossible to achieve. 5. Be suspicious of the bland and generic Some reviews are so common that you can't even tell what the product is doing or from the way it is written. This may be a clear sign that the review is artificially generated. 6. 6. At the reviewer Another good way to sniff out a fake review is to
spot a fake reviewer. Click on the reviewer's profile to see if they have written any other reviews, or if they are just copying and baking the same reviews on different products. Also, if you are considering buying from a reseller on a market like Amazon or eBay, make sure you only buy from vendors with a 98% or higher
seller rating. Bottom line as a thoughtful consumer, it is ultimately up to you to thoroughly examine the reviews before you buy a product or service. Here's what Clark says: You and I need to understand that whether you're looking at a place to eat, a place to sleep, a place to shop, or an item for a store, that the odds are
very strong, if not overwhelming, that the reviews that are being posted are fake and you and I should be cops in tact. If you are working through a fake online review, file an online consumer complaint with the Federal Trade Commission or call the agency at 1-877-FTC-HELP (382-4357). A Clark.com articles you might
enjoy: Amazon is filled with fake reviews that hope to bolster the product review score. Fakespot is an online tool that will help you separate unwanted reviews from useful ones. All you have to do is copy and paste the Amazon link into The Fakespot, and this will generate a review score. If you want to dig deeper, you
can see which reviews Fakespot finds unreliable. This is not an ideal tool, as many of these reviews can still be real, but it is useful when you are trying to figure out if user reviews are worth paying attention to or not. If you want to dig even deeper, Wirecutter takes a look at other methods to detect fakes and talks about
the veracity of Vine reviews. Fake Pot Via Wirecutter Screenshot: Brendan Hesse (Amazon) For all its convenience, the biggest drawback of online shopping is still the inability to see or test products first hand before buying. So to feel like we know what we're getting, we turn to user feedback something any Amazon
buyer is familiar with. It's always smart to check ratings on Amazon products, and we're willing to bet you're already reading at least some of these reviews and feedback issues with users while browsing, but it's worth taking your score one step further. Reviews on the site are sometimes misleading and need to be
carefully studied to make sure they are honest. Whether it's because of a user error or a glitch at the end of Amazon, or because of fraud and the deliberate spread of misinformation, Amazon reviews should not be taken for face value. Typically, in the case of an inappropriate review, it is an accident. For example a



change in The Blu-ray player metadata on Amazon's backend led to a short-time crop of reviews for Blu-ray players from unrelated products, which changed its stellar rating to the pre-rated has been corrected. Similarly, it is not uncommon for a user to accidentally leave a review on the wrong product. Screenshot:
Brendan Hesse (Amazon) There are certainly more suspicious motives for unrelated reviews appearing on the wrong products, such as trying to artificially inflate (or deflate) the product or dissuade buyers from a competitor. And even if the review is for the correct listing, there is no shortage of reasons why it can be fake
or misleading, whether as part of a review to pay for the racket; Bombing campaign to change product ratings; Ads masquerading as reviews or those curious positive reviews with a single star rating, because the reviewer wants to send a message about the delivery takes too long, or some other aspect of the transaction
that does not apply to the product itself. Either way, they're easy to spot and deal with. G/O Media can get commissions for pumping out fake Amazon reviews to read reviews: It's often easy to spot a fake review based on how it reads. If the reviewer seems to be wildly different from the experience than those reflected in
other reviews making very positive or negative claims, this is probably unreliable. The same can be said about if the review spends too much time recommending an obscure alternative, but does not offer a fair comparison or comment to the product review for in the first place. And if there is an abundance of one-star or
5-star reviews, but the text is barely longer than the sentence (or even just a word or two), then it's also a clear sign of fakes. Look for a verified purchase: Reviews from users who have actually bought the product will have a verified purchase icon next to their name. There is a good chance that these are legitimate
ratings/reviews. Read the q/A product: They often answer common questions, and answers from users who bought the product will again have a verified purchase tag. Read on for non-Amazon reviews: Seeking out-of-site reviews, especially from professional reviewers/critics/websites that you trust, is always smart. This
can help you establish a basic idea of how the product is viewed elsewhere and help you evaluate user feedback elsewhere. However, just because the reviewer and user come to different conclusions doesn't mean they're lying. Feedback is inherently contextual and subjective, so don't throw out opinion simply because
it runs counter to the broader consensus. Disclosure of fake reviews with FakeSpotScreenshot: Brendan Hesse (FakeSpot.com) Even if you know the signs of fake, you sometimes run into reviews or product evaluations that you just can't quite determine the legality of. In these cases, we suggest using the FakeSpot
app. Fakespot will reviews and/or product ratings for listing on Amazon, evaluating each review and letting you know how real is real fake they seem to be (it also works with Best Buy, Walmart, Steam and Sephora online retailers). FakeSpot is available online, and on Android and iOS.Reporting false and inappropriate
reviews of the Report Abuse Button for Amazon reviewsScreenshot: Brendan Hesse (Amazon) The reality is that one or two fake or misleading reviews will appear on almost any popular product. They may be reported, but a few false estimates probably won't change the overall listing score. However, if you notice a
particularly egregious amount of fake reviews on the product, or you notice that reviews on one product appear elsewhere, you can use the abuse button next to the review to bring them to Amazon's attention. TechCrunch is part of Verizon Media. We and our partners use cookies and similar methods to store and/or
access data on your device for the following purposes: to display personalized advertising and content, to measure advertising and content, to learn more about the target group and to develop products. Personal data that can be used for more information about your device and Internet connection, including IP search
and activity when using Verizon Media websites and apps. In order for Verizon Media and our partners to process your personal information, please select I agree or select management settings for more information and make a choice. This includes objections to your partners processing your data in their legitimate
interest. You can change your settings at any time. This is done in privacy settings. Privacy policy. how to spot fake amazon reviews reddit
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